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Abstract

The mathematical formulation of the dynamical game interactions of a finite set
of players organized on an arbitrary graph is presented. Classical results on mul-
tipopulation evolutionary game theory are used in combination with graph theory
to obtain the equations. Specifically, the players, located at the vertices of the
graph, are interpreted as subpopulations of a multipopulation dynamical game.
The members of each subpopulation are replicators, engaged at each time instant
into 2-player games with the members of other connected subpopulations. The
obtained equation does not require any assumption on the game payoff matrices
nor graph topology. The equation is the following:

ẋv,s = xv,s(p
G
v,s − φG

v ),

where xv,s represents the share of strategy s in vertex v, pGv,s is the payoff earned

by vertex v using the pure strategy s and φG
v is the average payoff of vertex v.

The payoff pGv,s is defined as:

pGv,s = eT
s Bvkv,

and the average payoff φG
v is:

φG
v = xT

vBvkv,

where

kv =
N∑

w=1

av,wxw.

The term kv accounts for the graph topology through the adjacency matrix
A = {av,w} of the graph G.
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The dependence of the stability of steady states and Nash equilibria on the
payoff matrices and graph topology are discussed. Extended simulations have
been performed to show the resulting complex dynamics.
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